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All-optical implementation of 
collision-based evolutions of open 
quantum systems
Álvaro Cuevas  1, Andrea Geraldi1, Carlo Liorni1,2, Luís Diego Bonavena1,  
Antonella De pasquale3,4, Fabio sciarrino  1, Vittorio Giovannetti5 & paolo Mataloni1
We present a new optical scheme enabling the implementation of highly stable and configurable non-
Markovian dynamics. Here one photon qubit can circulate in a multipass bulk geometry consisting of 
two concatenated sagnac interferometers to simulate the so called collisional model, where the system 
interacts at discrete times with a vacuum environment. We show the optical features of our apparatus 
and three different implementations of it, replicating a pure Markovian scenario and two non-
Markovian ones, where we quantify the information backflow by tracking the evolution of the initial 
entanglement between the system photon and an ancillary one.
Precise control of quantum states is a crucial requirement for future quantum technologies1,2. Their processing 
protocols should preserve and distribute microscopic correlations in macroscopic scenarios, where countable 
quantum systems are subjected to environmental noise. It is essential in this context to understand how much 
robust are the possible quantum dynamical processes and the best way to control the information permeability 
between the systems and their environment3–8.
Quantum dynamical processes do not act merely on the sample system, actually they act in an extended 
Hilbert space where system and its surrounding environment are in contact9,10. The non-isolated sample system s 
is called open quantum system (OQS), and is characterized by a state ρ ∈s s. Similarly, the environment e is char-
acterized by a state ρ ∈e e . Without loss of generality, one can assume that the extended system s − e that lives in 
= ⊗s e    is closed, then no information can be lost but only distributed inside 11,12.
The dynamics of an OQS are called Markovian if each continuous or discrete section of the total evolution is 
independent of the previous ones, otherwise they are called non-Markovian13. In the quantum scenario, three 
different approaches are widely used to quantify the degree of non-Markovianity of a process14,15. The first method 
is based on the presence of information back-flow towards the system from the environment, that acts in this case 
as a reservoir of information16–18. In the OQS framework the total system-environment state ρ ∈s e,  evolves 
according to a quantum process generating a communication link between s and e . Here the strength of the 
flow of information between system and environment during their interaction can be used to discriminate the 
level of non-Markovianity of the process. The second approach studies the divisibility of the process in Completely 
Positive (CP) maps, defining the evolution as non-Markovian if this decomposition fails at some time14,19. In cases 
were this CP divisibility is valid, also master equations can be well defined20. The third method, which has been 
used in this work, studies the evolution of the entanglement between the system and an isolated ancilla and it is 
strictly related to the two approaches mentioned above. In order to explain it we refer to the next section and 
to14,21.
If the environment is represented by an ensemble of spaces = ⊗ … ⊗e e ek1   , and the system space s 
interacts sequentially with each of them at discrete times, we obtain the so called collisional model (CM)22–26. It 
represents a powerful tool to approximate continuous-time quantum dynamics and to analyze non-Markovian 
dynamics of OQSs27–32. Linear optics platforms have been thoroughly analyzed for the implementation of 
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CMs33,34. A simple and effective implementation has been proposed by some of us35. There the authors consider 
an initial photon state ρ ∈t( )s s0  , whose spatial mode collides sequentially with the modes of an environment 
ensemble, which can be considered as a double space environment   = ⊗e e e1 2 with one subspace always 
prepared in a certain generic state ρ ∈e e2 2  at any step-k of the process. The evolution of ρ t( )s k  is mainly con-
trolled by the interaction involving the Hilbert spaces s  and e1 , while the memory effects are due to the 
inter-environment collisions written in e1  and e2 , which also produces an effective evolution in ρ ∈t( )e k e1 1.
The optical implementation described in35 is realized by a sequence of Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) 
as shown in Fig. 1, where the continuous trajectory is associated to ρs, the segmented trajectories to ρe1 and the 
dotted trajectory to ρe2. At the step-k of this process ρ −t( )s k 1  interferes with ρ −t( )e k 11  in the beam splitter BS1, while 
the inter-environment collision with ρe2 occurs in BS2, which posses a variable reflectivity ∈R [0, 1]BS  to control 
the environment memory.
theoretical Model
In our proposal (shown in Fig. 2a) we consider that all BS2 have reflectivity =r 12 , so that they can be substituted 
with perfectly reflective mirrors (M). Here the continuous trajectories correspond to the system (s-mode) while the 
segmented ones correspond to the first environment subspace (e1-mode), as in Fig. 1. However, the second envi-
ronment subspace (e2-mode) has no defined path (not present in Fig. 2), since it represents the “absorption envi-
ronment” after the action of a polarization independent neutral filter Fk placed in the e1-mode. As seen in Fig. 2b, 
the super-operator process ε −t t( , )k k 1  is composed by a quarter wave plate (QWP) in the s-mode and a half wave 
plate (HWP) in the e1-mode, both at fixed rotation angle φ = 0. The environment memory is controlled by the 
transmissivity factor ∈T [0, 1]k  of Fk, which gives access to the vacuum state stored by ρ = | 〉〈 |0 0e2 , hence effec-
tively mimicking the interaction with the dotted-lines of Fig. 1. The phase factor θk mediates collision mechanism 
by controlling the optical interference. Accordingly, in this setting a purely Markovian dynamics corresponds to 
the minimum information backflow from e1  to s, which is achieved by the maximum loss of information from 
e1  to e2  ( =T 0k ). Non-Markovian dynamics instead can arise whenever using ≠T 0k . Let us suppose that the 
s-mode is initially prepared in a maximally entangled state with an external ancillary system (a-mode) as 
|Ψ 〉 = | 〉 | 〉 ± | 〉 | 〉± H V V H( )a s a s a s,
1
2
, where | 〉H  (| 〉V ) represents the horizontal (vertical) polarization of a photon 
Figure 1. Linear optics scheme for the CM: Each step-k begins with the s − e1 collision in BS1 (in blue) and it 
ends with the e1 − e2 collision in BS2 (in green). The phase factor θk mediates the collision of the step-(k + 1) by 
optical interference.
Figure 2. Proposed optical scheme, alternative to the one of Fig. 1: (a) When =r 12  each BS2 is replaced by a 
perfect mirror M. The system-environment collision occurs when ρ −t( )s k 1  interferes with ρ −t( )e k 11  inside the 
green box associated to ε −t t( , )k k 1 . (b) The green boxes include a BS, a QWP and a phase factor θk in the s-mode 
and a HWP and a filter Fk in the e1-mode. The environment memory is controlled by Fk, while θk mediates the 
collision of the step-(k + 1) as in the original CM. Two-qubit polarization tomographies can be measured 
between a-s modes or a-e1-modes52 by registering the photon coincidences between two avalanche photo-
detectors (APDs) after a series of polarization projections through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS).
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qubit. Since both e-modes are initialized in a vacuum state | 〉0 , the actual complete initial state corresponds to 
ρ = |Ψ 〉〈Ψ |± ±t( )a s e e, , , 01 2 , with
|Ψ 〉 = ± | 〉
≡ | 〉 | 〉 ± | 〉 | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 ⊗ | 〉
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where ˆ†ax  are the photon creation operators on each x-mode. It is worth stressing that due to the possibility of 
loosing the s-photon during the propagation after its interaction with the e2-mode, our scheme effectively 
describes the evolution of a qutrit system (with canonical basis given by the states | 〉1h s, | 〉1v s and | 〉0 s), where infor-
mation is only stored in the bidimensional subspace associated with one-photon sector.
In our prepared scenario the system-environment interactions are controlled by a series of operations, such 
as the BS one,
⋅ | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 → | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 + − | 〉 ⊗ | 〉
⋅ | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 → | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 + − | 〉 ⊗ | 〉
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with α β α β| 〉 = | 〉 + | 〉 | | + | |1 ( 1 1 )/h v
2 2  and r as its reflectivity factor. The wave plates act according to
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with σ = | 〉〈 | − | 〉〈 | + | 〉〈 |1 1 1 1 0 0z h h v v , σ = | 〉〈 | + | 〉〈 | + | 〉〈 |i1 1 1 1 0 0
z
h h v v
/2  and  = | 〉〈 | + | 〉〈 | + | 〉〈 |1 1 1 1 0 0h h v v .
The attenuation operation applied by the filter F connects the environment space of the remaining light ( e1 ) 
with the space of the absorbed light ( e2 ) according to
⋅ | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 → | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 + − | 〉 ⊗ | 〉
⋅ | 〉 ⊗ | 〉 → | 〉 ⊗ | 〉
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which generates the effective inter-environment collisions that can reset the e1-mode to the vacuum state depend-
ing on the absorption factor 1 − T. Finally the phase control acts as
θ = | 〉 〈 | ⊗ | 〉 〈 | + | 〉 〈 | ⊗ | 〉 〈 | + | 〉 〈 | ⊗ | 〉 〈 | .θˆ e0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 (5)s e s s e e s s e e
i
s s e e, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Then, the super-operator can be written as follows:
 ε θ= ⊗ ⊗ .−    ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆt t F HWP QWP BS( , ) (( ) ) (6)k k s e e s e s e s e s e e1 , , , , ,1 2 1 1 1 1 2
According to our CM represented in Fig. 2, the input state ρ t( )a s e e, , , 01 2  evolves as
 ρ ε ρ ε= ⊗ ⋅ ⋅ ⊗ †t t t t t t t( , ) ( ( , )) ( ) ( ( , )) , (7)a s e e a a s e e a, , , 1 0 1 0 , , , 0 1 01 2 1 2
at the first step of the evolution. For consecutive steps, the process can be repeated with variations on ε −t t( , )k k 1  or 
by using the same operation. Finally, one can extract the ancilla-system state as ρ ρ=t Tr t( ) [ ( )]a s k e e a s e e k, , , , ,1 2 1 2  or the 
ancilla-environment state ρ ρ=t Tr t( ) [ ( )]a e k s e a s e e k, , , , ,1 2 1 2  by tracing out the undesired spaces and measuring bipartite 
tomographies after the action of the k single step process.
A characterization of the non-Markovianity of the process can then be obtained by studying the evolution of 
the concurrence Ca,s between the ancilla a and the system s at the various steps of the interferometric propagation. 
From the results of14,36 we know in fact that in the cases where the relation > −C t C t( ) ( )a s k a s k, , 1  holds for some 
>k 1, a back-flow of information from e1 to s has occurred, resulting in a clear indication of a non-Markovian 
character of the system dynamics. On the contrary a null increase of Ca,s(tk) cannot be used as an indication of 
Markovianity.
The magnitude of all information backflows between two steps of the evolution gauges the degree of 
non-Markovianity, which can be estimated by considering the integral of the concurrence variation37,38, over the 
time intervals in which it increases, i.e. the quantity
∫= .>  C t dt( ) (8)C a s0 ,a s,
As already mentioned our system s is intrinsically 3-dimensional. Accordingly the Ca,s appearing in Eq. 8 
should be the qutrits concurrence38 instead of the standard qubit one37. However, for the sake of simplicity, in the 
experimental implementation which we present in the following sections, we shall restrict the analysis only to the 
